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What FOPLA Achieved in 2017
• Total revenues of $440,895 (4.6% greater than budget).
• More than 300 volunteers logged over 30,000 total
volunteer hours.
• Countless books sorted and sold in library branches
each day and a whopping 111,198 books sent to our online
bookselling partner, Better World Books.
• Increased traffic at FOPLA sales events like the monthly
Mammoth Sale, and launched a new website and video to
increase online awareness.
• Sponsored several of OPL’s Canada150 celebrations
events.
• Published eleventh edition of pot-pourri, an anthology of
award winning stories, poems, and comics by youth in our
community.
• Supported 10+ other charities and literacy organizations by
donating surplus books.
As a result of our successes, the Board of Directors was
able to approve a donation of $360,000 to the Ottawa Public
Library in 2017, our largest single donation to date.

FOPLA was a major sponsor for several of OPL’s
Canada150 celebrations in 2017, including the
Dominion Day Strawberry Social. Photo: OPL.

2018 MAMMOTH SALES
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Message from the President
Well, that Presidency went by quickly! As I approach the end of my two-year term as President effective at
our Annual Meeting, I continue to have a growing appreciation for the dedicated support exhibited by our
volunteers toward the Ottawa Public Library (OPL). I have been honoured to act as the President of FOPLA,
and I am inspired by the cumulative effect of everyone’s daily contributions to the fundraising operation. I
would like to make special mention of a very special volunteer, Helen Tweddle, who started and managed the
Bookworm at Cumberland Branch right up until her passing on March 24, 2018. She will be missed.
The past year was a successful one for the organization. We continued our growth in sales revenues, and
over the course of the year made a total donation of $360,000 to OPL. The results of this donation were
reflected in a wide variety of programs, new equipment, and new furniture throughout the library system.
FOPLA’s sponsorship of OPL’s Canada150 programs also helped make those events available to an even
broader portion of the Ottawa community. Notably, the Dominion Day Strawberry Social held at Nepean
Centrepointe featured an entertainment stage with FOPLA highlighted as the major sponsor.
Our Communications Committee continued to raise FOPLA’s profile throughout the year. They have broadened our reach into new and more active social media channels including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
YouTube, the latter with a custom-made video about our organization. The new FOPLA logo and branding are
increasingly evident in our brochures and signage, and we continue to roll out the brand to increase the visibility of our bookstores as independent entities within OPL branches. The FOPLA website is a dynamic and
ever-changing reflection of FOPLA’s activities, and I encourage you to visit us often at www.fopla-aabpo.ca
FOPLA’s Investment Fund Committee has continued the transformation laid out in its Delegation of Authority
and Strategic Investment Plan & Process documents. In 2017, we engaged a professional, Ottawa-based
investment management firm with expertise in managing portfolios for non-profit corporations. Our Investment Fund assets were transferred to Doherty & Associates Investment Council, where they are now
investing on our behalf to ensure the fund’s asset protection with a conservative growth strategy. We are well
positioned to protect and grow the Fund for the future.
FOPLA’s Distribution Facility at the James Bartleman Centre continues to gain fame in the book-buyers’
world. Our monthly Mammoth Sales remain hugely popular, and our partnership with Better World Books is
another significant sales channel, although online book sales are showing a declining revenue trend.
OPL’s Ottawa Central Library project is moving closer to reality every day and drawing global interest, with 33
submissions for the design contract recently short-listed down to five who will be invited to bid on the design.
We look forward to participating in public consultations with the architectural team selected, to ensure the
FOPLA outlet within that facility will be everything we and the public expect it to be. My sincere appreciation
for the professional collaboration and support from our OPL partners in all our endeavours, including CEO
Danielle McDonald, DCEO Monique Désormeaux, and our OPL liaison Philip Robert.
My deepest appreciation goes out to all of you, from our Friends who both donate and buy books, to our
tireless volunteers in bookstores across the city, to those assisting us with critical committee work, and
particularly, my FOPLA board colleagues. Without all of you, what we do would not be possible. Sincerely,
Chantal Cloutier

www.fopla-aabpo.ca
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Thank you to our Volunteers!

FOPLA could not be successful without the hard work and dedication of its volunteers, and we are grateful for
their efforts. We would like to acknowledge the following volunteers for their milestone service:

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

15 YEARS

Pat Coroy
Susan Mayes
Diane Robinson
Terry Sewell
Donna Shields
Christine Sparling
Louise Stewart
Doreen Thompson
Lysbeth White
Carol Wong

Elaine Collins
Diana D’allmen
Susan Dowler
Carol Faure
Linda Gray
Janis Hopkins
Susan Mcaninch
Linda Meier
Mavaia Ohlsen
Barb Paul
Nancy Shurtleff
Kirsten Smith

Tamra Pittarelli

A few things FOPLA helped
OPL with in 2017:

20 YEARS
Barbara Newell

FOPLA volunteer
Heather Murphy wins
Ontario Senior of the
Year Award for 2017.
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Storywalk at the Richmond Branch. Photo: OPL.

•
•

Funds for programming about residential schools in
response to the Truth & Reconciliation Commission’s
Call to Action.
Sponsored OPL Canada150 events, including the
Dominion Day Strawberry Social.
Sponsored the Awesome Authors Youth Writing
Contest for youth ages 9-17.
Sponsored OPL’s Customer Appreciation event and
bag giveaway.
Teen programming support at St-Laurent Branch.
Maker space equipment at the Cumberland Branch.
Children’s program support at Manotick Branch and
North Gower Branch.
Refreshed Teen Zone at the Ruth E. Dickinson Branch.
Early literacy interactive station and merchandising for
the Elmvale Acres Branch.
Furniture at the Orléans Branch.
Furniture for the Children’s and Teen sections at the
Stittsville Branch.
Furniture and equipment for the Children’s Area at the
Greenboro Branch.
Furniture for the Community Meeting Room at Beaverbrook Branch.
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Financial Highlights
FOPLA had another successful year in 2017, achieving overall sales only negligibly lower than in 2016. At the
nominal prices charged for most books, it is a significant achievement. Our gift to the Ottawa Public Library
was $360,000, a full $10,000 greater than in 2016 and the largest single donation in our history.
Operating revenues were $440,895, which was comparable to 2016 and 4.6% greater than budget. At
$329,132, net income after operating expenses and before distributions was 8.3% lower than 2016 but 23.5%
greater than budget, partly because FOPLA’s forecast had included an expectation of costs now postponed
for several years because of the revised completion date of the new Ottawa Central Library.

Investment Fund Highlights
The FOPLA Investment Fund Committee had another productive year, and oversaw with the expertise of its
volunteers the procurement of a new investment management firm for the Investment Fund, Doherty &
Associates Investment Council.
In 2017, the Fund produced approximately $18,239 in income from interest, dividends and other sources. The
market value of the Fund increased by some $45,869 to end the year above $568,740, an increase of 4.4%.

Advocacy
FOPLA was a key supporter of OPL’s Canada150 celebrations, including the Dominion Day Strawberry Social held
at Nepean Centerpointe. The event featured family-friendly
activities and entertainment sponsored by FOPLA, and
welcomed over 2000 community members.
FOPLA also sponsored several fall OPL events including
storytelling with Douglas Gibson, Our Soldiers’ Stories, and
the Alaska Highway Roadshow & Detour.
FOPLA sponsored OPL’s Book Bag Blitz Customer Appreciation event in October, which saw OPL staff and FOPLA
volunteers distributing handmade bags to customers at
OPL branches and transit stations throughout the city.

FOPLA President, Chantal Cloutier, during OPL’s
Customer Appreciation event in 2017.

Work on OPL’s Ottawa Central Library project continued,
and FOPLA remained a stalwart supporter of OPL’s efforts
to secure a funding commitment for a joint Ottawa Public
Library/Libraries and Archives Canada facility.
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